DMSO resolves certain compressions and signal dropouts in fluorescent dye labeled primer-based DNA sequencing reactions.
Automated base calling algorithms are more sensitive to the quality of the DNA sequencing data than are the labor intensive visual methods of base calling. To improve this quality, data from DNA sequencing reactions have been compared in order to determine the effects of the inclusion of dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO). Inclusion of 10% DMSO into the reaction cocktail resolves at least one type of sequence compression. This compression may be due to the lack of ability in T7 DNA polymerase to read through certain sequences correctly. The poor quality of these data is seen as radioactive bands or fluorescent signal peaks that have an abnormal alignment, either in the wrong order or as single bands/peaks. The inclusion of DMSO also resolves sequences where the peak signal is absent or severely diminished, leading to a "gap" in the chromatogram profile. DMSO is better than deaza-dITP for resolving certain compressions. Addition of DMSO is a cheaper and more efficient method for high-throughput DNA sequencing than repeating reactions with base analogs.